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Introduction
Saliency detection is a technique which detects salient local regions in images and widely used as pre-processing in image processing [1] - [7] . Salient regions are defined as attractive areas which have characteristics for human eyes such as high contrast, unique orient, distinctive color, and so on. Hence, saliency detection is used in estimating of human eye fixation and content-aware image compression [8] . Recently, several methods of saliency detection have been proposed based on machine learning and accurately detect attention regions for human [5] , [7] .
As derivation of saliency detection, salient object detection has been recently studied and its methods are efficient for image retargeting, recognition, and so on [9] - [24] . Salient object detection is a technique which is not only detecting salient regions but also objects such as a tall man, a Manuscript received December 22, 2017 . Manuscript revised February 23, 2018 . Manuscript publicized March 9, 2018 . † The authors are with the Dept. of Electrical Electronics and Information Engineering, Nagaoka Univ. of Tech., Nagaoka-shi, 940-2137 Japan.
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a) E-mail: umeki@stn.nagaokaut.ac.jp b) E-mail: t-yoshida@uec.ac.jp c) E-mail: iwahashi@vos.nagaokaut.ac.jp DOI: 10.1587/transinf.2017EDP7413 red car, a sign, and others. Since some image applications require the detection of salient objects [25] - [30] , saliency detection is unsuitable for this requirement and salient object detection has been proposed on behalf of saliency detection. Thus, salient object detection has been proposed to recognize the salient objects, where both of them have different purpose and measures, which makes them difficult to fairly compared each other [31] . Some methods of salient object detection are realized on two-step methods and yields better results than ones of other methods. The methods are usually based on superpixel segmentation. At first, a method of super-pixel segmentation is applied to input images, where it divides images into local clusters of pixels, called super-pixels [32] - [34] . The super-pixels which belong to the salient and background regions are detected, and called as salient and background seeds in this paper. Next, labels of seeds are propagated throughout images based on the features of superpixels.
Although the two-step methods above can efficiently detect salient objects, they often produce incorrect labels near the boundary of objects especially in complex images. In this paper, the complex images are defined as some salient objects exist in one image, whereas simple images are defined as images which contain one big object per image. As the features of the object and the background are similar when it is near the boundary of the image, a label is leaked over the boundary, as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 1 (b) . The phenomenon is referred as the label leakage and the limitations of the phenomenon is overcome in this paper to get a more reliable detection method.
We believe that in order to reduce the leakage in the label, it is effective to simultaneously propagated the salient Copyright c 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers and background labels and distributed the seeds over the image. This is because the similarity between two super-pixels across the object boundary where the label leakage occurs is generally low. Then, if super-pixels across the object boundary have different labels, their influence though the propagation has reduced each other on the boundary. The above situation can be realized if the seeds are accurately distributed near the boundary. The label leakage is found to be reduced by using this method.
Hence, we proposed a co-propagation method with distributed seeds to realize the above methods in this paper. The proposed method sets label of salient and background seeds to positive and negative, respectively, and iteratively performs the propagation [16] , [35] , [36] , which is called the co-propagation. Salient and background seeds are detected based on high dimensional color transform (HDCT) and scale invariant feature transform (SIFT). Moreover, the reliable labels, super-pixels are registered as seeds through the iterative propagation. Therefore, our proposal based on the above methods reduces the label leakage.
The proposed method objectively and perceptually shows comparable and better results in the case of simple and complex images, respectively, and reduces the label leakage compared to the state-of-the-art methods as proved through the experiments. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and F-measure are used to compare those methods. In the case of simple images, the proposed method shows almost comparable results, objectively and perceptually. In contrast, the proposed method has better scores of measures and reduces the label leakage in the case of complex images. It is experimentally found that the efficacy of the proposed method for salient object detection is higher than other prevalent methods.
Related Works
Salient object detection are mainly divided into top-down and bottom-up algorithms. The top-down algorithm detects specific ordinary objects which are previously designated based on the machine learning technique. Other algorithms calculate saliency values of ordinary objects based on twostep methods. Methods of bottom-up algorithm usually outperform ones of top-down for salient object detection, and the proposed method belongs to the bottom-up algorithm.
The machine learning based methods of top-down algorithm have been proposed in [9] , [12] - [14] , [23] , [24] . Kocak et al. proposed the super-pixel based method which is well-suited for salient objects via discriminative dictionaries [13] . Zhao et al. introduced the deep learning based method for low-contrast background images [14] , meanwhile Yang et al. proposed the method with the conditional random field (CRF) and dictionaries [24] .
The bottom-up algorithm is mainly realized on twostep methods [10] , [11] , [16] , [17] , [19] , [21] . Propagate labels of seeds based on the iterative propagation with color similarity and the Markov absorption probability are done by [16] , [17] . A HDCT with random forest based detection method accurately detects positions of salient objects for complex images [21] . Those are the current state-of-theart methods in salient object detection, and show better results than other conventional methods.
Fundamental Method for Salient Object Detection

Machine Learning
Methods using the machine learning for salient object detection have been proposed [9] , [18] , [21] , and we use a method [21] in this paper. They realize pre-learned models from various natural images with their saliency values as ground truth based on the machine learning algorithms, and detect salient objects by applying resultant models. The method calculates a feature vector of each super-pixel and feature vectors are input to the machine learning algorithm, where the feature vector consists of the HDCT, the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), and singular values of the super-pixel [21] , [37] , [38] . As the learning algorithm, the method uses the random forest [39] . At the detection part, feature vectors of an input image are calculated and saliency values of super-pixels are estimated by applying the resultant model to its feature vector.
Feature Vector
Various feature vectors of super-pixels have been proposed to represent their characteristic for saliency detection. In this paper, we use a feature vector consists of indices, gradients, color values, color histogram, and contrast in the multi-color space [10] , [21] , [37] , [40] , called the HDCT feature vector. The elements of the HDCT feature vector are called as the location, color, texture, color histogram, and color contrast features.
The location feature consists of average values of normalized pixel coordinates along vertical and horizontal directions, while the colors feature consists of average values of pixels in the RGB, CIELab, and HSV color space. The texture feature consists of the pixel number, the HOG feature, and the singular value feature [37] , [38] , [40] .
The histogram feature is measured by the chi-square distance of histogram values between current and other super-pixels in the RGB, CIELab, and HSV color space. The distance is formulated as
where H i is the RGB value of the histogram feature in the i-th super-pixel, N and B is the number of super-pixels and histogram bins, respectively, and h ik is the RGB histogram value of k-th bin in the i-th super-pixel. Similarly, CIELab and HSV values of the histogram feature are calculated. The contrast feature consists of the global contrast, the local contrast, and the element distribution in each component of the color feature. The global and local contrasts are calculated based on the distance between current and other super-pixels, and the element distribution is realized by measuring the compactness of color values in terms of its spatial color variance [10] . Let G i and L i be the global and local contrast values of each color in the i-th super-pixel, respectively, and they are defined as follows:
where c i is a component of the color feature in the i-th superpixel, Z i is the normalization term, p i ∈ [0, 1] 2 denotes a vector of the location feature in the i-th super-pixel, σ p is a parameter to control the influence of neighboring superpixels.
Label Propagation
The propagation-based method iteratively diffuses labels based on similarities between neighboring super-pixels. Let
N be a vector of label values in the t-th iteration (t ∈ N), and it is defined as
where v 0 is a starting state of v t as
[·] i denotes the i-th element, G is a set of initial seed indices, F G is a function which resets label values of seeds as
and A is an affinity matrix. A is defined as
where
s i j , W denotes a N × N matrix whose (i, j) element is s i j , and s i j is a similarity value between i-th and j-th super-pixels. s i j is defined as
where f i denotes a vector which has color values of the ith super-pixel in CIELab [41] . d is the Euclidean distance function, σ is a parameter to control the similarity, and N(i) and B represents the sets of super-pixel indices near the i-th super-pixel and in the image boundary. If the difference of v t and v t−1 is smaller than the threshold value, the iteration process is finished.
Proposed Method
Framework
In this paper, we propose the co-propagation method with distributed seeds for salient object detection. The proposed method reduces the label leakage in complex images. The co-propagation is when the labels simultaneously propagating the collision seeds. Distributed seeds in salient and background regions are detected by using feature vectors of the HDCT and densities of SIFT feature points, respectively. The first step in the proposed method is detecting the seeds. Salient seeds are detected by using a model learned by the random forest algorithm with feature vectors of the HDCT [39] . The random forest algorithm is efficient in large databases and has a generalization ability. On the other hand, background seeds on regions whose densities of SIFT feature points are set low. As the regions which are blurred and have tedious colors are considered unimportant, thus we define them as a background in this proposal.
The second step of the proposed method is calculating the label values of super-pixels by the co-propagation. Salient and background labels are set to positive and negative on seeds, respectively. Label values are iteratively propagated according to color similarities. The iterative process is stopped when label values are slightly changed by one propagation. In the iteration process, if label values of super-pixels are relatively high, their indices are registered as seeds. Figure 2 shows the overview of the proposed method. First, an input image is divided into super-pixels, then, salient and background seeds are detected. Both salient and background labels are then simultaneously propagated for all super-pixels by the co-propagation method. Final label values are outputted as resultant saliency values.
Estimation of Initial Seeds
As mentioned in the previous section, the initial salient seeds are detected by applying the pre-learned model for super-pixels. The model is realized by using random forest algorithm which is applied into the MSRA-B dataset that consists of lots of natural images. The HDCT feature is used as feature vector in this paper. The model is applied for super-pixels of an input image. We set salient seeds in super-pixels whose resultant rates are over θ f , where θ f is a parameter and is set as 0.75. G f is a set of indices of salient seeds.
The initial seeds of background are detected based on the density of SIFT feature points. First, we find feature points in an input image by the SIFT key point detection. The feature point density of the i-th super-pixel g i is calculated by dividing the number of feature points with the number of pixels in the i-th super-pixel. Letḡ be an average of g i in all super-pixels. The background seeds in super-pixels as g i ≤ḡ × θ b , where θ b is a parameter and set 0.2 in this paper. Let G b is a set of indices of background seeds.
Co-propagation of Labels
The co-propagation is a simultaneous propagation of labels. We introduce
The final saliency values are calculated by applying the iteration process in (3) and the result is normalized in [0, 1].
Adding Seeds
In the proposed method, we add seeds at the regions which have high absolute label values in every n times of iteration. The proposed method updates G f and G b when mod(t, n) = 0 as
where τ, τ 1 , and τ 2 are threshold parameters. We set τ = τ 1 = −τ 2 = 0.7, and s i j is shown in (7). Figure 3 shows the addition of background seeds into background regions. However, note that excessive seeds may cause false detection, thus, seeds are not added at every iteration.
Experiment
The proposed method is compared with the state-of-theart methods for salient object detection. PASCAL-S, MSRA10K and ECSSD datasets are used for test images [12] , [42] , [43] . Images of PASCAL-S dataset is categorized as complex ones with similar colors, many objects, and inconstant positions of object. MSRA10K and ECSSD datasets have simple images which only have one object on the center of image. The prevalent methods compared in this paper are the current state-of-the-art in two-step salient object detection, called MAP [17] , LPS [16] , and HDCT [21] . Since some methods are realized in super-pixel, we use the simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) as a method of super-pixel segmentation and the number of super-pixels is set as 500 [33] . We set the parameter n = 100 at seeds (a) Input (b) LPS [16] (c) MAP [17] (d) HDCT [21] (e) Prop. (f) GT
Fig. 6
Resultant saliency maps of ECSSD [43] .
adding and the termination condition of iterative process atv t − v t−1 < 0.000001. The MAE and F-measure scores are shown in Table 1 -6 where 'Prop.' refers to the proposed method, 'Average' refers to the average values of 850 images in Table 1 and 2,  10000 images in Table 3 and 4, 1000 images in Table 5 and  6. Table 1 and 2 show the results for complex images. It is proved that the proposed method almost outperforms other conventional methods in the implementation to the complex images. Meanwhile Table 3-6 shows the results for simple image datasets. The proposed method shows slightly better results compared with the conventional methods, and those in Table 3 and 4 and comparable and slightly worse ones from Table 5 and 6, respectively.
Some resultant saliency maps of PASCAL-S, MSRA10K, and ECSSD datasets are shown in Fig. 4 , 5, and 6, where 'GT' means the ground truth. The proposed method shows uniformly high saliency values on objects and reduces the label leakage of positive and negative, compared with the LPS and MAP methods. MAP method particularly produces blurred edges of results and the leakage, which is unsuitable for salient object detection. The proposed method perceptually shows comparable results with HDCT for simple images, whereas for complex images, HDCT often shows low saliency values in objects such as 'Sheep', 'Cat', and 'Dog'. Furthermore, the proposed method avoids losing objects for complex images such as 'Sheep' and 'Animals'.
Based on these results, it is observed that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods for salient object detection as mentioned in Sect. 1. The proposed method outperforms conventional methods for complex images, objectively and perceptually. The proposed method shows comparable and slightly better results, objectively and perceptually for simple images, but MAP method is better than the proposed method in certain images. However, MAP method is known to always produce blurred results, and is unsuitable for salient object detection. Therefore, the proposed method is found to be superior compared with state-of-the-art methods in salient object detection.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method of salient object detection based on the SIFT, HDCT, machine learning, and co-propagation. The proposed method estimated seeds of salient and background, which are based on machine learning with HDCT and the density of SIFT feature points. The co-propagation diffuses labels of seeds, and they are propagated to super-pixels according to the feature's similarities. By using the two-step methods in salient object detection, our proposal produces better results than the state-of-the-art methods for complex images, and shows comparable results for simple images. The proposed method is also found to be effective for suppressing the leakage.
The future work of the proposed method is an accurate detection of background seeds. Figure 7 shows failure cases of the proposed method. We defined that background regions are blurred and have tedious colors. Hence, the proposed method causes false detections of background seeds in objects which have features likely backgrounds. The proposed method cannot detect salient object using inaccurate seeds. Recently, convolutional neural networks based semantic segmentation method has been proposed [44] . They accurately detect regions such as sky, ground and so on. Those regions are mainly categorized in backgrounds and hence we can accurate detect background seeds. Detecting seeds accurately, the proposed method solves above problem.
